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With 73 million units sold worldwide, Ubisoftâ€™sÂ Assassinâ€™s CreedÂ franchise is established

as one of the best-selling game series ever. Recognized for having some of the richest,

most-engrossing art and storytelling in the industry,Â Assassinâ€™s CreedÂ transcends video

games, branching into other entertainment experiences including comic books, novels, short films

and an impressive merchandise line-up.Â The recently announcedÂ Assassinâ€™s Creed

UnityÂ takes players into the heart of the French Revolution. Marrying intricately detailed

environments and next-gen capabilities, Paris comes to life around you and immerses you in the grit

and grime of a city in turmoil. Continuing in the footsteps of this already world-renowned

franchise,Â Assassinâ€™s Creed UnityÂ brings to life a time of unrest and disorder in one of the

greatest cities in the world, promising to be the biggest and best experience yet.Â Highlights in the

game, and in the book, include the different areas of Paris, each with their own identity and

population, towering buildings bigger than anyÂ Assassinâ€™s CreedÂ game so far and an amazing

range of locations and action.Â© 2014 Ubisoft Entertainment. All Rights Reserved. Assassinâ€™s

Creed, Ubisoft and the Ubisoft logo are trademarks of Ubisoft in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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Nice. Another wonderful artbook to the Assassin's Creed series.I like Assassin's Creed artbooks

because they usually feature beautiful landscape artworks of historical places from the past. In



Unity, it's in Paris during the French Revolution. Presentation style is similar to the earlier artbooks

with a good mixture of character designs and environment art.The costume designs for all the

characters are beautiful and detailed. I've always wondered how people in those times managed

with so many layers of clothing and how heavy they weigh with all those accessories and weapons

hanging all around. Almost all the characters are male except Elise De La Serre.The other artworks

are all on the landscapes, interiors and key scenes. It's really cool to see how the artists interpret

old Paris. There are the rooftops of Paris with their familiar chimneys. exquisite monuments such as

the Conciergerie, Notre Dame, Eiffel Tower and other landmarks and less savoury places. There

are some really nice textures going on that show the nitty-grittiness of the places. I really enjoy

looking at the architecture design of buildings at that time.The artworks are generally beautiful

although some pieces are quite rough, thankfully in minority. Composition for most of the

environment art are fantastic, and really captures the scenes well.The book a 192-page hardcover.

There's also a 500-copies limited slipcase edition that comes with two signed art prints from Ludovic

RibardiÃ¨re and Gilles Beloeil. For the limited edition, you've to get it from publisher Titan Book's

websiteIt's a great companion to the video game.(See more pictures of the book on my blog. Just

visit my  profile for the link.)

Ubisoft quality. I bought dragon age art book, same prize but has double thickness then this. Plus

there's no much pics about design, its just some colored conceptual illustration. Wheres the

sketches for historical item study?Its like a magazine. It took me 15 min and I think I have done the

reading forever.

No complaints here. I purchased this book for my friend for Christmas. When it arrived, it was

packaged beautifully. Plastic covering along with some baggies filled with air. Nothing to really

comment on other than that I'm a satisfied customer!

As usual these books deliver amazing quality photos that are properly organized. The artwork itself

is varied and amazing. Good pudchase

The product was perfect and the package was correct. I'm happy with it.

Great gift for the always reading, nerdy gamer nerd in your life!
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